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Tensions often emerge when research and practice come together. These

tensions can either hinder progress or be constructively engaged to enable

transformation of thought and action. Drawing on the experiences of 32 co-

production initiatives from around the world that aimed to transform social-

environmental issues, Josephine Chambers, Carina Wyborn, Nicole Klenk,

Chris Cvitanovic, and their many co-authors, outline critical processes for

turning tensions into new relations that foster sustainability

transformations. They re�ect on what it means to navigate differences in

agile ways at the intersection of science, music and society. This includes a

musical abstract co-created with musician Noor Noor that features the lead

author’s voice.
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There has been a growing homogenization of popular music in the last 50

years – both in lyrics and musicality. Yet, we surprisingly seem to enjoy this

simpli�cation as it helps songs catch more quickly in our minds.

Corporations like Spotify make use of this fact through sophisticated

algorithms that endlessly monitor and reinforce our musical tastes (e.g.

Discover Weekly and Spotify Wrapped). We have therefore become trapped

in a musical loop that erodes our agency and desire to navigate diversity in

the musical world. Given the role music plays in shaping our emotions and

revealing what matters to us, this arguably affects our ability to engage with

the full range of emotional experiences that give shape to our lives.

In a similar vein, we often think and act in ways that strengthen and polarize

our internal narratives. Just like the repetitive loops that dominate today’s

pop music, we are often caught up in our own “loops” of knowing and

acting in ways that entrench our views. These loops provide coherence and

meaning. They con�rm the “rightness” of our thinking, but they also

fundamentally constrain our collective imagination and action.

Co-production, as a collaborative way of knowing that seeks to transform

issues that matter to us, promises to disrupt these loops and diversify

perspectives. In our new study “Co-productive agility and four collaborative

pathways to sustainability transformations”, we examine the potential role

of co-production to transform science and society. Does it narrow the scope

of our imagination by collapsing or exacerbating difference? Or can it

challenge our self-understanding and response-ability to more plural forms

of expression that orient our collective purpose?

To explore this, we collaboratively studied 32 initiatives from around the

world that brought together diverse scienti�c and societal actors to address

complex social-environmental challenges like climate change, biodiversity

loss, wild�res, and unsustainable supply chains. We looked at whether and

how initiatives managed to transform people’s narratives, practices, and

even broader policies and institutions towards sustainability.

https://pudding.cool/2017/05/song-repetition/
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep00521#s1
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0027241
https://techcrunch.com/2014/10/19/the-sonic-mad-scientists/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAINTHPxADymlSb117MwznMSwBs66TYUzVeM5NkBkhD2cuZpUVWFxJi4gkspV710DRW-RQdS1h5MB8sIa8HDs7gWg5tu0Exgf2HrH7Yc77T4vlgC_azgnoDhkTQr85pZ3cjIEX6TDOBQG6ScJRoPvuPkw-Tagm6WWkX0jF89bmqx0
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Beyond the hero, genie, woodpecker, and
host

In our analysis, we identi�ed four archetypal roles in collaborative

processes – the hero, genie, woodpecker, and host. We found that the

initiatives in our study that struggled most to transform situations tended to

either exacerbate or suppress tensions among these common roles.

The hero is the solution maker – (s)he knows what the problem is, and

solves it. Heroes can play a vital role in addressing simple and/or urgent

societal problems, such as a �re�ghter or corona vaccine developer.

However, when this model is applied to complex issues, the hero’s solution

can turn into the cause of different kinds of problems. For example, amidst

biodiversity loss, simplistic assumptions are often made about the cause of

the problem, such as economic poverty or lack of knowledge. This has led

to an emphasis on “�xing” the behaviours of poor farmers instead of

addressing broader patterns of wealth accumulation linked to large scale

exploitation. This has also led to a focus on strategies that exclude and

undermine local values and agency. Scientists may also take up this hero

role when they assume that the problem is simply a particular knowledge

gap that needs to be �lled to solve societal problems.

https://blogsmedia.lse.ac.uk/blogs.dir/9/files/2021/12/Chambers-et-al_GraphAb_Agility_v4218.10.21.png
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Three additional archetypes often interact with the hero in ways that

reinforce their dominant narratives – either by exacerbating or suppressing

tensions. For example, the genie unquestioningly supports the hero’s

agenda – by producing data or taking action. This role is enabling, but the

outcome is contingent on the merit of the hero’s agenda, and often these

agendas are directed by those who hold more money and power.

The woodpecker is the person who calls out the hero – pointing out the

many issues their solution overlooks and potentially worsens. Examples of

this person might be the critical social scientist or climate activist. While

this role can spark change, it can also exacerbate tensions that result in

further polarization, stalemates and delayed action.

Interactions between science and society o�en

compel us to step into these four archetypal

roles without questioning their usefulness in

certain contexts.

Finally, the host seeks to create safer spaces where everyone’s voices can

be heard. While people typically see this role in a positive light (e.g. Art of

Hosting), there are also risks. For example, the effort to give space to all

views can sti�e critical evaluation of power relations and differences.

Interactions between science and society often compel us to step into

these four archetypal roles without questioning their usefulness in certain

contexts. This can serve to reinforce our existing ways of seeing and

addressing problems. A musical abstract co-created by musician and

https://artofhosting.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JfwUJZL4wo
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conservationist Noor Noor and our lead author (and singer) is meant to

viscerally illustrate how these archetypes can interact in ways that hinder

transformation. The hero’s loop (“problem–solve it”) is strengthened by the

genie (electric bass). The host (percussion) contributes rhythm but does

not substantially alter the loop. The woodpecker (electronic distortions of

the hero’s voice) tries to disrupt the loop, but struggles to create a dialogue.

Towards co-productive agility for
transformation

What then, is the alternative? In our musical abstract we offer one possible

pathway towards plurality, by making the instrumental lines more

responsive to each other as the song progresses, triggered by the disruption

of the genie switching from supporting the hero to the woodpecker mid-

song (@1:38). During the song, the music transforms from monophony to

polyphony, from predictable to unpredictable, and from comfortable to

uncomfortable. In our paper, we represent this dynamic through the concept

of “co-productive agility” – referring to “the willingness and ability of diverse

actors to navigate different agendas for change to grow ideas and actions

which were unforeseen from the outset”.

Co-productive agility for sustainability transfCo-productive agility for sustainability transf……

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JfwUJZL4wo
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Critical to all processes is explicit, constructive,

and recurring engagement with tensions

across power relations as a source for

transformation.

In our analysis, we identi�ed processes that created conditions for better

interactions among people with very different interests and goals. The

examples we share show in practice how to cultivate spaces where people

genuinely listen to and (re)shape each other in agile ways – even across

large differences in power – to spark collective action and transformation.

We do not provide universal advice, but show how agility can be fostered in

different ways, for different purposes. For example, different design

considerations are required to question dominant agendas as compared to

elevating marginalised agendas. Similarly, exploring diverse agendas

outside decision-making contexts can enhance learning, while directly

navigating con�icting agendas within those contexts can transform power

relations and institutions. Critical to all processes is explicit, constructive,

and recurring engagement with tensions across power relations as a source

for transformation.

So, what does your recurring “problem-solution” loop sound like? And how

can we intertwine our individual narratives, passions, and actions to neither

suppress nor idealise each other’s agendas, but better navigate our pushes

and pulls? How can we, collectively, design processes that open up as

opposed to close down opportunities to explore these tensions to build

shared purpose? And how can our institutions and systems better support

this? These are questions we have tried to address in our practical roleplay

https://www.wur.nl/en/show/A-practical-guide-for-co-productive-agility.htm
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guide, which can be used to spark dialogue on how to foster co-productive

agility in any setting.

Returning to music, if we diversify our music tastes, could this play some

small role in diversifying other aspects of our lives? You can begin with this

alternative humorous algorithm, which seeks to disrupt our sense of

satisfaction with our musical choices in Spotify. Unusual music (and ideas

and identities) may be di�cult to appreciate at �rst, but we hope our work

enables people to navigate these differences in agile ways to learn and

grow collectively.

 

Note: This article gives the views of the author, and not the position of the

LSE Impact Blog, nor of the London School of Economics. Please review

our comments policy if you have any concerns on posting a comment

below.

Image Credit: Jurien Huggins, via Unsplash. 
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